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Abstract

The slip distribution associated with the 1923 M=7.9 Kanto, Japan earthquake is re-

examined in light of new data and modeling. We utilize a combination of first order

triangulation, second order triangulation, and leveling data in order to constrain the

coseismic deformation. The second order triangulation data, which have not been

utilized in previous studies of 1923 coseismic deformation, are associated with only

slightly smaller errors than the first order triangulation data and expand the available

triangulation dataset by about a factor of 10. Interpretation of this data in terms of

uniform slip models in a companion study (Nyst et al., 2005) shows that a model

involving uniform coseismic slip on two distinct rupture planes explains the data very

well and matches or exceeds the fit obtained by previous studies, even one which

involved distributed slip. Using the geometry of the Nyst et al. (2005) 2-plane slip

model, we perform inversions of the same geodetic dataset for distributed slip. Our

preferred model of distributed slip on the Philippine Sea plate interface has a moment

magnitude of 7.86. We find slip maxima of ∼ 8 to 9 meters beneath Odawara and ∼ 7 to

8 meters beneath the Miura peninsula, with a roughly 2:1 ratio of strike-slip to dip-slip

motion, in agreement with a previous study (Wald and Somerville, 1995). However

the Miura slip maximum is imaged as a more broadly-extended feature in our study,

with the high-slip region continuing from the Miura peninsula to the southern Boso

peninsula region. The second order triangulation data provide good evidence for ∼ 3

meters right-lateral strike slip on a 35-km long splay structure occupying the volume

between the upper surface of the descending Philippine Sea plate and the southern

Boso peninsula.

1 Introduction

The 1923 M=7.9 Kanto, Japan earthquake devastated the major cities of Tokyo

and Yokohama and caused more than 140,000 deaths. It occurred at a complex junc-

tion of the Philippine Sea (PHS), Pacific, and Honshu/North American plates (Figure

1), rupturing the dipping subducting plate interface between the PHS and Honshu

plates along the Sagami trough. With a slip of about 7 meters (Kanamori, 1971;

Ando, 1971, 1974) and a slip accumulation rate of 3 to 4 cm/yr (Yoshioka et al.,

1994), the earthquake released about 200 to 300 years worth of accumulated tectonic
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strain. Understanding the detailed mechanism of coseismic deformation associated

with the earthquake is critical for understanding the budget of slip accumulation along

the PHS-Honshu plate boundary and the resultant seismic hazard for the region.

Coseismic slip models for the Kanto earthquake have been presented by several

previous authors. Kanamori (1971) used seismic surface wave data and P-wave focal

mechanisms to infer the moment and slip geometry of the earthquake. He showed a

model of a single rupture plane, with a combination of ∼ 4 m right-lateral strike-slip

motion and ∼ 2 m dip-slip motion, adequately fit the considered seismic data. This

rupture plane dips 34˚ towards the NE and coincides approximately with the PHS-

Honshu plate interface. Ando (1971) used coseismic horizontal displacement field, as

derived from first order triangulation data, and presented arguments that the fault plane

ruptured the trace of the Sagami trough axis, implying that the upper edge of the cose-

ismic rupture surface must have been located along this axis. This resulted in a "geo-

detic model" substantially different from that of Kanamori. Ando (1974) refined the

interpretation of the same geodetic dataset considered by Ando (1971), with the aim of

obtaining a coseismic slip model that was further consistent with supplementary infor-

mation (triggering of magma movements beneath Oshima Island; triggering of secon-

dary surface faulting; strong ground motion damage; marine terrace heights around

Tokyo Bay and other geomorphological information). Matsu’ura et al. (1980)

presented three new coseismic slip models and was the first study to have performed

an inversion of coseismic deformation data for both the geometry and slip of one (or

two) coseismic rupture planes. Wald and Somerville (1995) adopted the rupture plane

obtained in Model I of Matsu’ura et al. (1980) and utilized a combination of seismic

waveform data, a coseismic displacement field derived from first order triangulation

data, and leveling data to derive a model of distributed slip (in both the right-lateral

and dip-slip sense). They found local slip maxima of ∼ 6 − 7 m located beneath

Odawara and the Miura peninsula (Figure 2).

With the exception of Wald and Somerville (1995), all of the above studies

presented models of uniform slip on one or two coseismic rupture planes. Nyst et al.

(2005, hereafter N05) compared the performance of these models based on their

respective fits to a newly assembled coseismic dataset consisting of first and second

order triangulation and leveling data. Among the models, Model III of Matsu’ura et

al. (1980), which involves uniform slip on two rupture planes, fits the data as well or
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better than the other models, including the distributed slip model of Wald and Somer-

ville (1995). In particular, the 2-plane model of Matsu’ura et al. (1980) explains the

dataset much better than any 1-plane model. The geodetic dataset analyzed in N05

includes first and second order triangulation data and leveling data. The analysis was

performed on the triangulation data directly and not on a product (such as a displace-

ment field derived from it). N05 performed grid searches for optimal 1-plane and 2-

plane models (assuming uniform slip on each fault plane) that best explained this

dataset. N05 found the best-performing model to be a 2-plane uniform-slip model that

is very similar in geometry, slip sense, and magnitude to that of Matsu’ura et al.

(1980, Model III), but with a significantly better fit.

The objective of this paper is to derive a distributed slip model for the 1923

earthquake. We use the identical triangulation and leveling dataset as N05 and con-

sider two rupture surfaces that follow the 2-plane model of N05. We invert this dataset

for the distribution of coseismic strike-slip and dip-slip motion on these rupture planes.

We find that the distribution of slip on these rupture planes is concentrated in areas

very close to the smaller uniform slip planes obtained in N05, and that it bears close

similarity with the distributed slip model of Wald and Somerville (1995), though with

notable differences. Finally we consider other aspects of the seismotectonics of the

region in order to explore the possibilities of distributed slip on alternative PHS rup-

ture surfaces and slip on faults not necessarily associated with the PHS-Honshu slab

interface.

2 Dataset

The dataset used here is identical to that used by N05. That study provides a

detailed description of the dataset which we summarize briefly here. We utilize a

combination of first order and second order triangulation data and leveling data, all of

which was provided by the Geographical Survey Institute of Japan. The distributions

of triangulation and leveling sites that contribute useful data are shown in Figure 3. In

the first order triangulation dataset there are 31 included angles from 15 Kanto-area

benchmarks with repeated pre-1923 and post-1923 measurements which cover the

periods 1890-1898 and 1924/11-1927, respectively. In the second order triangulation

dataset, there are 435 included angles from 178 Kanto-area benchmarks with repeated

pre-1923 and post-1923 measurements from 1891 to 1927. The leveling data used
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here consist of 8 routes with a total of 469 benchmarks. (A ninth route covering Izu

Peninsula is displayed but not used in the modeling because its deformation is contam-

inated by volcanic processes.) Pre-1923 measurements were conducted from 1883 to

1898, and post-1923 measurements from 1923/10 to 1925.

Coseismic angle changes are typically 10 − 30 arcsec with apertures of several

10s of km, indicating coseismic horizontal strain changes of order ∼ 50 − 150µstrain.

The mean error associated with first order triangulation measurements, as obtained

from triangle closure, is about 0.93 arcsec, and that associated with second order tri-

angulation measurements is about 1.14 arcsec (N05). Thus the second order triangula-

tion data is nearly as useful as the first order triangulation data and associated with

about 10 times as many measurements. This data has not been considered previously

in a study of 1923 coseismic slip.

Leveling data exhibits centers of 1.5 to 2 m subsidence around the southern Boso

peninsula and the northern Sagami Bay near Odawara. The magnitude of

geodetically-measured static deformation generally subsides towards the NE and

reaches comparatively small levels around northern Sagami Bay. The raw leveling

data consists of section height differences, but due to pervasive fluctuations in section

height measurements along most lines, we find it preferable to work with the vertical

displacement or accumulated section height differences. Summation of section height

differences tends to result in a stable displacement curve in which slightly erratic

movements of a few monuments are robustly averaged out. For a particular route, the

displacement profile so obtained is without an absolute reference point and represents

only the displacement relative to an arbitrary benchmark on the route. The error asso-

ciated with the section height measurements is about 0.5 − 0.6 mm/√ km. The result-

ing errors associated with vertical displacement then reaches only a few cm, which is

much smaller than the tectonic signal (associated with coseismic rupture) and likely

smaller than unmodeled signals due to source complexity or other processes.

Since the triangulation and leveling datasets include about 3 to 4 decades prior or

subsequent to the 1923 earthquake, a corresponding amount of interseismic strain

accumulation is contained in the observations. As in N05, we perform a correction of

the overall dataset for interseismic loading using the interseismic strain accumulation

model of Nishimura and Sagiya (2004). That model employs 34 dislocation planes to
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develop a combined block and backslip model designed to match contemporary GPS

and leveling observations. The magnitude of the correction is generally small (about

5-15% effect on an angle change and 5-10% effect on a leveling observation). Since

the sense of interseismic strain accumulation is opposite to the sense of subsequent

coseismic strain release, the impact of the correction is to slightly increase inferred

coseismic slip.

3 Model of distributed slip

3.1 Choice of dislocation planes

We aim to explain the coseismic geodetic dataset with a model of distributed slip

on suitably defined rupture surfaces. As a first step we simplify the problem by

choosing distinct dislocation planes on which to estimate distributed slip. Kanamori

(1971) advocated a single rupture plane for the 1923 mainshock constrained by the

focal mechanism solution and the seismically-determined locations of the mainshock

and largest aftershocks; a single plane is remarkably consistent with the seismic infor-

mation that he considered. Wald and Somerville (1995) also advocated a single rup-

ture plane following Model I of Matsu’ura et al. (1980). However, N05 demonstrated

the need for an additional plane with somewhat different geometry from the main

coseismic rupture plane. The geometry of the N05 2-plane uniform slip model is

shown by the black outlines in Figure 4. Single-fault models, which involve a fault

plane that resembles the eastern fault plane of Figure 4, do not adequately explain

either triangulation or leveling data in the vicinity of Odawara or the northern Izu pen-

insula. The western fault plane in Figure 4, which was derived jointly with the large

plane, accomplishes the task of fitting these subsets of the dataset with a reasonable

second dislocation plane, and the resulting 2-plane uniform slip model performs the

best among all models considered by N05. From the point of view of fitting the geo-

detic data, the 2-plane uniform slip model of N05 is an excellent starting point. In

order to test the possibility of slip outside the boundaries of these planes we extend

the eastern plane by 20 km in the SE direction and extend the western plane by 5 km

in both the NW and SE directions. The planes with these extensions are shown in

gray in Figure 4.
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3.2 Least squares inversion

We seek to obtain a model of distributed slip on selected dislocation planes that

adequately explains the triangulation and leveling data. Let sj (r̂′) be the slip distribu-

tion in the j th slip sense at points r̂′ located on the considered dislocation planes. On

the larger dipping plane the rake is unconstrained, and we consider only shear disloca-

tions involving right-lateral strike-slip motion (j =1) or dip-slip motion (j =2) on the

larger plane. On the smaller plane we constrain the rake to be 148˚ as obtained in the

30˚-dipping solution of N05. This defines a slip distribution (j =3) on the smaller

plane. Each slip distribution is represented within a local x −y Cartesian coordinate

system in terms of Hermite-Gauss (HG) functions:

sj (x ,y ) =
p ≥0
Σ
l max

q ≥0
Σ
l max
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In equation (1), the functions hp () are fully normalized Hermite polynomials, and L 1

and L 2 are length scales that are proportional to the dimensions of the particular plane.

The HG functions are a convenient set of basis functions to use because they are

mutually orthogonal, complete over (x ,y ) space, and they are they are localized in an

easily controlled manner through appropriate choices of L 1 and L 2. Each HG function

generally tapers off to a relatively small value near the edges of the rectangular region.

Let Gm j (r̂i ,r̂′) be the Greens functions for m -component of displacement at r̂i due to

slip in j th slip sense at r̂′. The m −component of Cartesian displacement at site r̂i is

then

um (r̂i ) =
j
Σ ∫ Gm j (r̂i ,r̂′) sj (r̂′) d 2r̂′ (2)

To relate a theoretical angle change at included angle l to the triangulation benchmark

displacements, we introduce transfer functions aiml such that the l th angle change Γl

has the form

Γl =
m
Σ

i
Σ aiml um (r̂i ) (3)

We use linearized least squares inversion theory to solve for the slip distribution. We

seek to minimize a penalty function that is a combination of angle-change misfit and

leveling-displacement misfit plus a roughness term, which is introduced in order to

produce reasonably smooth slip distributions. The penalty function takes the form
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χ2 = R
k
Σ
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where

R = weighting factor for leveling data.

k = leveling line index.

Ek = set of sites belonging to leveling line #k .

di = i th leveling height change; σi = associated error.

γl = l th angle change; σl = associated error.

S = damping coefficient.

ck = reference height of k th leveling line.

The unknown model parameters that we seek to estimate are the HG coefficients of the

slip distributions { bjpq } and the reference heights of the leveling routes { ck } . Denot-

ing these model parameters by { mr } , minimization of equation (4) leads to the normal

equations

r
Σ 2

1_ _


î ∂q ∂r

∂2
_ ____χ2





 (i ) mr = −
2
1_ _

∂mq

∂χ2
_ ____  (i ) (5)

where q and r span the set of model parameter indices, and the subscript (i ) means

that the derivatives are evaluated using initial values of mr which are assumed zero.

The Frechet derivatives (terms in parentheses in equation (5)) are determined straight-

forwardly from equation (4) and integral and recurrence relations among the HG func-

tions. In particular, the contribution of the roughness term (that proportional to S in

equation (5)) is given explicitly by equation (19) of Friederich and Wielandt (1995).

The Greens functions for the static response to point dislocation sources are cal-

culated on a layered spherical Earth model (Figure 5). The parameters of this model

are from Table 3 of Sato et al. (1998), and this model is considered an adequate

representation of the regional elastic structure. The Greens functions are calculated in

a spherical harmonic expansion using the method of Pollitz (1996).
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3.3 Results

Referring to Figure 4, we perform inversions of the triangulation and leveling datasets

for distributed coseismic slip on the two dipping planes plus uniform right-lateral slip

on the vertical Boso transform fault. With l max=8 in equation (1), there are a total of

135 slip parameters associated with the two dipping planes. There are 9 additional

parameters { ck } for the nine leveling routes. The inversions thus involve estimation

of a total of 144 unknown parameters subject to a smoothness constraint on the slip

distribution on the two dipping planes. This is controlled by the weight S in equation

(4). Larger values of S result in smoother slip distributions but greater residual χ2.

The appropriate value of S was chosen subjectively in order to balance the fit of the

data with the need to obtain a smooth slip distribution with reasonable maximum

amplitude.

The derived 1923 coseismic slip model is shown in Figure 6. It consists of com-

bined right-lateral strike-slip motion and dip-slip motion on the two dipping planes,

with strike-slip motion dominating. A sharp slip maximum of ∼ 7 − 8 m is located

beneath Odawara and a much broader slip maximum of ∼ 6 − 7 m is located beneath

the Miura peninsula, southern Tokyo Bay, and southern Boso peninsula. The predicted

horizontal coseismic displacement field (Figure 7) shows maximum static offsets of ∼ 5

m on the Miura and southern Boso peninsulas. Displacement generally decreases

towards the NE, in agreement with the general tendency of observed angle and height

changes.

Predicted angle changes are compared with observed angle changes in Figure 8a-

c. In Figure 8a,b the triangulation dataset has been subdivided into the angle changes

derived from the first and second order triangulation data, and Figure 8c shows the fit

to the composite dataset. The obtained fits are generally very good. However, while

the amplitude of predicted horizontal strain agrees with the observed amplitude for the

first order triangulation data, the amplitude is about 30% less than observed for the

second order triangulation data. This is illustrated by the slope of the best-fitting

straight line that relates the calculated and observed second order angle changes; the

slope would be unity for a perfect fit but here is 1.27. Since the distribution of second

order triangulation sites is roughly evenly interspersed with the first order sites (Figure

3 of N05), the source of the amplitude discrepancy is not immediately obvious. One
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possibility is that an inherent horizontal to vertical discrepancy in the overall data set

leads to an incompatibility in the first and second order triangulation data sets. We

have tested whether this could be the case by downweighting the leveling data in the

inversion, and the amplitude mismatch remains. We have also tested whether perform-

ing the interseismic loading correction could produce the mismatch; however, it is

present regardless of whether the data are corrected for interseismic loading or not.

The effect of the correction on the triangulation data is indicated in Figure 8d-f, which

shows that the correction is small and does not substantially affect the amplitude of

the triangulation observations. It may be related to the fact that the distances between

second order triangulation sites are much smaller than distances between first order

sites (Figure 3 of N05), so that sufficiently large areas that have strong gradients in

horizontal strain would be fully represented with second order observations but some-

what smoothed out with first order observations. We explore the amplitude mismatch

further in section 4.2.

Predicted height changes are compared with observed changes along the nine lev-

eling routes in Figure 9. In areas where observed height changes were large, espe-

cially the Miura and Boso peninsulas, the agreement between modeled and observed

changes is excellent. The only significant disagreement with observation occurs on the

Izu peninsula route (Route F, which was not used in the modeling), and this is likely

due to unmodeled volcanic processes on the peninsula, which is part of the Izu-Bonin

volcanic arc.

The weight og leveling data R used in the slip inversion (equation (4)) has been

chosen to balance the fits of both the leveling and triangulation datasets. The solid

curves in Figure 10a show that triangulation misfit increases very slowly with increas-

ing R , wherease leveing misfit decreases rapidly with increasing R . The slip inversion

at the preferred value of R =0.42 yields relatively low misfits in both datasets. Simi-

larly, allowing for greater slip roughness (i.e., by decreasing the smoothing weight S

in equation (4)) improves the fit of both the leveling and triangulation datasets, as

shown by the solid curves in Figure 11a. Reasonable misfits are obtained at the

chosen level of roughness, which is represented with a value of unity, corresponding to

the black dots plotted on the solid curves in both Figure 10a and 11a.
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4 Discussion

4.1 Model performance

The distributed 1923 coseismic slip model derived in the previous section has a

seismic moment of 6.92×1020 Nm, corresponding to a moment magnitude Mw =7.86.

It fits the data very well compared with previously published models. The fits of vari-

ous coseismic slip models are compared in Figure 12. All models are measured

against the triangulation and leveling datasets presented here and in N05, regardless

of whether or not that data was used to derive a particular model. Comparison among

these models demonstrates that the distributed slip model of this study performs the

best in explaining the totality of the coseismic dataset. This result is not surprising

given the many degrees of freedom available in the distributed slip model. An F -test

may be applied to assess the significance of the improvement of fit of the distributed

slip model relative to the 2-plane model of N05. The test function F depends on the

NRMS of the two models being compared (Table 1), the number of independent data,

and the number of degrees of freedom involved in the distributed slip inversion and

the 2-plane uniform slip model of N05. The total number of independent triangulation

and leveling measurements is 935 (N05). The number of degrees of freedom in the

N05 model is 14. With l max=8 and as discussed in section 3.3, we have 144 additional

degrees of freedom in the inversion not used by N05. Putting this together with

NRMS as shown in Figure 12, we find that F =1.76. This is a significant improvement

in fit at the 99.999% confidence level.

Nevertheless, it is remarkable that the 2-plane model performs almost as well as

the the distributed slip model of this study and better than the distributed slip model of

Wald and Somerville (1995). This may reflect the fact that the two uniform slip

planes determined by N05 (Figure 4), which are similar to the two uniform slip planes

determined by Matsu’ura et al. (1980, Model III), coincide closely with the two

moderate-maximum slip regions determined by Wald and Somerville (Figure 2) and

this paper (Figure 6). This shows not only that the location of the principal slipping

regions is robust among the various studies but also that the best fit to the data is

achieved by oblique slip localized in two distinct regions, i.e., around Odawara and

beneath the Miura peninsula.
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The distributed slip model of this study yields the best fit to both the triangula-

tion and leveling data sets. With respect to this data, we believe that it performs

better than the Wald and Somerville (1995) model because our model accounts for the

different fault geometry of the Odawara maximum relative to the Miura peninsula

maximum, (i.e., the fault geometry of the large and small planes in Figure 4 are dif-

ferent), whereas the Wald and Somerville slip distribution is constrained to lie on a

single fault plane. The need for more than one fault geometry was established in N05,

where the 2-plane uniform slip model performs much better than the 1-plane uniform

slip model (seen also in Figure 12). This advantage evidently carries over into the

domain of distributed slip inversions and results in the overall excellent fit of our dis-

tributed slip model to the considered dataset.

4.2 Model resolution

How well we can resolve the details of slip is limited by the distribution and

types of data. We performed resolution tests in order assess how sensitive the dataset

is to localized slip. Synthetic slip distributions in the strike-slip or dip-slip sense are

generated on the larger dipping plane (Figure 4), then used to generate synthetic tri-

angulation and leveling data. (Synthetic noise is not added.) This synthetic dataset is

then inverted in the same manner as was the actual dataset. The results of the test are

shown in Figure 13. Several localized slip maxima are put onto the eastern fault plane

in either the strike-slip or dip-slip sense (top panels of Figure 13). The resulting slip

distributions (bottom panels in Figure 13) are clearly a very smooth representation of

the input slip distributions. The original strike-slip slip distribution is reproduced with

smaller coherence than in the dip-slip case, likely because of the greater amount of

constraints provided by leveling data relative to triangulation data on the Boso penin-

sula. The inverted slip in the dip-slip case not only recovers sharper features of the

original slip distribution but also has good sensitivity to coseismic slip in the middle

of the upper fault edge. There is comparatively little sensitivity to slip around the

upper fault edge in the strike-slip case.

4.3 Alternative distributed slip model
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The range of admissible models consistent with the geodetic data is fairly broad

according to the parameter correlations presented in Figure 9 of N05. This motivates

an inversion for a distributed slip model on alternative planes that possibly better

account for the seismotectonics of the area. The strike of the eastern plane in the 2-

plane solution of N05 is ∼ 10˚ counterclockwise of the axis of the Sagami trough.

Ando (1971) presented several arguments regarding the likely rupture of the Sagami

trough axis during the 1923 earthquake. Ando’s observations would constrain the

upper edge of the main rupture (i.e., the larger plane) to come to the surface along the

Sagami trough, which strikes about 314˚. The eastern fault plane chosen in this alter-

native model (Figure 14) therefore strikes 314˚, has upper edge at the Sagami trough

axis, and dips 24˚ in order to match the approximate location of the PHS-Honshu plate

interface as imaged by seismicity data (Ishida, 1992). Focal mechanism solutions of

the mainshock, which nucleated in the area of the western plane, indicate a dip of 34˚

(Kanamori, 1971) or possibly 42˚ (Pollitz et al., 1996). A preliminary 2-plane

uniform-slip model investigated in N05 estimated a dip of 30˚ for the smaller plane.

This is closer to the Kanamori’s estimate of 34˚, and therefore we adopt the 30˚ solu-

tion for the alternative western plane (Figure 14). Overall, the two planes chosen in

this alternative model are within the broad range of admissible 2-plane models con-

sidered in N05 (i.e., Figure 9 of N05).

In this model we also allow for possible slip along a proposed offshore strike-slip

fault (Lallemant et al., 1996) termed the Boso transform fault (Figure 14). Its

existence was proposed on the basis of submarine geomorphological evidence for

several km of slip at rates averaging about 15 mm/yr during the Holocene. Pollitz et

al. (1996), using a suite of uniform slip inversions on pre-defined dislocation planes,

inferred more than 1 m right-lateral coseismic slip on this fault. We include it here

in order to test the viability of slip on this fault using the present dataset and in the

context of distributed slip on the other dislocation planes.

Through appropriate choices of leveling weight R and roughness S in equation

(4) we derive a slip distribution with identical misfit for both triangulation and leveling

datasets as the distributed slip model using the extended N05 planes. The slip distri-

bution on the two alternative planes, including the Boso transform, is shown in Figure

15. This slip distribution shares the same features as that derived on the N05 planes,

particularly the distinct slip maxima beneath Odawara and the Miura peninsula, with
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the Miura maximum extending broadly toward the ESE and passing under the southern

Boso peninsula. Inferred right-lateral slip on the Boso transform is relatively minor ∼

0.4 m. Predicted and observed angle changes are compared in Figure 16. Note that

the tendency for amplitude mismatch in the second order triangulation is similar to

that seen in the results with the N05 geometry (i.e., Figure 8b), with observed angle

changes systematically higher. The slope of the best-fitting line relating the observed

and calculated second order angle changes and constrained to pass through the origin

is 1.31±0.01 for the alternative model (Figure 16b) and 1.27±0.01 for the N05 model

(Figure 8b). This suggests that differences between the N05 and alternative fault

geometries do not play a large role in the ability to fit the overall triangulation dataset.

4.4 Non-PHS rupture during 1923 earthquake sequence

The remaining ∼ 30% amplitude mismatch between observed and calculated

second order angle changes may arise from additional, unidentified dislocation sources

that shape the coseismic deformation field. We explore this idea by postulating right-

lateral strike slip on a hypothetical structure located around the Boso peninsula. We

choose pure right-lateral strike slip because the leveling data are fit well by the previ-

ously considered slip distributions, and a strike-slip source is unlikely to substantially

alter the leveling fit. We focus on the Boso peninsula region because it has a great

preponderance of second order triangulation measurements and a paucity of first order

triangulation measurements (Figure 3; Figure 3 of N05), so that a strike-slip source

placed here will affect mainly the predicted movements of second order triangulation

sites. By joint inversion for distributed slip on the two PHS fault planes plus uniform

strike slip on the hypothetical source, we conduct a trial-and-error search covering

hypothetical slip planes throughout the Boso peninsula under a variety of possible

geometries; the leveling weight R and roughness S are kept constant in these slip

inversions. Results of this search are the same regardless of whether the extended N05

planes or the alternative planes are used for the PHS slip distribution. Fault planes

located in central or northern Boso peninsula are found to be unsatisfactory (inferred

slip is left lateral and the fit to the triangulation dataset is not improved by any fault

movements in these areas). We find the best additional plane to be the "Boso Splay"

fault shown in Figure 14. It is 35 km long, dips 80˚ towards the NE, and has lower
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and upper edge depths of 17 and 4 km, respectively. The inverted slip is 2.67±0.08 m

or 2.80±0.08 m right-lateral slip when using the extended N05 planes or alternative

planes, respectively. The corresponding slip distributions for these two cases are

shown in Figure 17a-b. The amount of slip required on the eastern plane is clearly

reduced compared with the previous case (Figures 6 and 13), especially above south-

ernmost Boso peninsula. NRMS for these models are listed in Table 1. For both

cases these values are significantly better than the values of 4.50 and 7.50, respec-

tively, obtained for the previously considered models (Table 1); i.e., the improvement

in fit obtained with the 9 additional fault parameters for the Boso Splay is significant

at nearly the 100% confidence level. The comparison between calculated and observed

angle changes in Figure 18 demonstrates that the amplitude mismatch for the second

order triangulation data is reduced from 1.27 (Figure 8b) to 1.16 (Figure 18b) for the

case of the extended N05 planes, and from 1.31 (Figure 16b) to 1.20 (Figure 18e) for

the case of the alternative planes.

The location of the inferred fault plane may be independently checked by inspec-

tion of the observed coseismic strain field as constrained by the triangulation data. In

order to generate a coseismic strain field, we formulate a simple inverse problem in

which the observed first and second order angle changes (including correction for

interseismic loading) are fit with optimally-determined horizontal displacement vectors

at the triangulation sites. The unknowns in this problem are the two components of

horizontal displacement at all triangulation sites. The north and east components of

the displacement field are parameterized separately in terms of smooth basis functions.

A set of HG functions are used for this purpose. Although it is well known that such a

displacement field is indeterminate in terms of both rotational strain and dilatation, the

problem is rendered tractable by simply imposing a smoothness constraint on the solu-

tion. After making a reasonable choice of smoothing parameter, the resulting

triangulation-derived coseismic displacement field is shown in Figure 19a. The

method of Shen et al. (1996) is used to convert this displacement field into a strain

field, from which we extract the deviatoric strain field (Figure 19b). In the southern

Boso peninsula, a local maximum shear strain in the sense of right-lateral shear on a

WNW-striking subvertical plane is resolved precisely in the location of the new fault.

Since this local maximum is located well away from the upper edge of the PHS-

Honshu interplate boundary, it follows that a local structure, rather than distributed slip
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on the interplate boundary, best explains this part of the strain pattern.

The existence of the Boso Splay fault and its utility in explaining a large part of

the signal in the second order triangulation data are robust with respect to the choices

of leveling weight R and smoothing weight S used in the slip inversions. The trade-

offs of leveling and triangulation NRMS with R and S (or equivalently, slip rough-

ness) are shown in Figures 10a and 11a, respectively. The fit of each dataset is

improved significantly with the addition of the Boso Splay fault. The slope of the

second order triangulation predictions is consistently reduced towards the ideal value

of unity regardless of the value of R (Figure 10b) or roughness (Figure 11b). These

figures further demonstrate that estimated right-lateral strike slip on the Boso Splay

fault is between 2.5 and 3.0 m over a wide range of values of R and slip roughness.

The inferred fault is likely associated with splay faulting from the PHS-Honshu

slab interface (Saito and Ito, 2002), which is expressed at the surface as mapped

right-lateral strike-slip faults on the Boso and Miura peninsulas (Kaneko, 1972). These

faults are associated with an ophiolitic body emplaced during the Miocene (Ogawa and

Taniguchi, 1988). Gravity and magnetic data indicate that the ophiolitic body dips

steeply towards the NE (Morijiri et al., 1987). Concerning uncertainties in the

geometry of the Boso Splay plane, it is found that an upper edge depth less than 3 km

results in a deterioration of NRMS as well as the slope of the calculated vs. observed

angle changes for the second order triangulation data. The same is true if the fault

plane is lengthened by more than 5 km in the NW direction or more than 10 km in the

SE direction, or if the upper edge is moved northward or southward by more than 2

km. This suggests that regardless of the subsurface continuity of subvertical structures

between the Boso and Miura peninsulas, the splay faulting associated with the 1923

Kanto earthquake likely involved only the part beneath the Boso peninsula and not that

beneath the Miura peninsula. The inferred involvement of the Boso Splay in the 1923

Kanto earthquake is consistent with the occurrence of numerous large aftershocks

located 300 − 350 km distant from Gifu (Takemura, 1994). These distant aftershocks

occurred on the second day after the mainshock. If they are indeed associated with the

Boso Splay, then they may have been triggered by the unclamping of this fault by the

dip-slip faulting that occurred on the shallow part of the adjacent PHS-Honshu inter-

face (Figure 17).
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The seismic moment associated with distributed slip on the PHS interplate boun-

dary using the extended N05 planes in combination with the Boso Splay is 6.87×1020

Nm, corresponding to Mw =7.85. The additional moment contributed by the Boso

Splay fault is 3.35×1019 Nm, corresponding to Mw =6.98.

4.5 Regional seismic hazard implications

The distribution of slip carries important implications for estimated slip deficit in

the region and resulting seismic hazards. Models of interseismic strain accumulation

(e.g., Yoshioka et al., 1994; Henry et al., 2001; Sagiya, 2004; Nishimura and Sagiya,

2004) indicate how rapidly various sections of the PHS-Honshu and Pacific-Honshu

plate interfaces are currently being loaded. The PHS-Honshu plate interface, while

dominated by the subducting slab beneath Sagami Bay during the 1923 event, is

overall very complicated because of the presence of offshore faults which are

suspected to have been active in the past and are potentially important for future slip.

This includes fault B of Matasuda et al., (1978), which likely ruptured during the great

1703 Genroku earthquake, and the northern and southern boundaries of a "Boso

Sliver" advocated by Lallemant et al. (1996) and Pollitz et al. (1996). (Referring to

Figure 1, the Boso sliver represents the block bounded by the Boso transform fault to

the north and the Pacific extension of the Sagami trough to the south.) Matsuda et

al.’s fault B apparently did not rupture in 1923 based on the lack of coseismic slip

detected in this region (Wald and Somerville, 1995; Figure 6). The backslip model of

interseismic strain accumulation of Nishimura and Sagiya (2004) does not account for

fault B but hypothesizes that strain accumulation in the vicinity of the southern Boso

peninsula is accommodated on the PHS-Honshu interface estimated by Ishida (1992).

The resulting strain accumulation model yields about 3.9 cm/yr strain accumulation

on the oceanward extension of the Sagami trough (planes #13 and 14 of Nishimura

and Sagiya, 2004). This part of the PHS-Honshu subduction interface is located east

of the Boso peninsula and probably did not rupture in 1923. Pollitz et al. (1996) sug-

gest that Matsuda et al.’s fault C, which ruptured in the 1703 earthquake, should be

part of the oceanward extension of the Sagami trough, i.e., along the southern boun-

dary of the Boso sliver. The strain accumulation model of Nishimura and Sagiya

(2004) would imply a present slip deficit of about 12 m on the subduction interface
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east of the Boso peninsula, part or all of which may have ruptured in 1703. The Boso

transform fault may possibly accommodate 1.6 cm/yr long-term right-lateral slip (Lal-

lemant et al., 1990). If this slip rate is applicable to the splay faults that exist beneath

the Boso and Miura peninsulas, and assuming that these faults did not slip between

1703 and 1923, then 2 m of potential slip may be presently stored on this fault if it

slipped ∼ 3 m in the 1923 earthquake sequence.

5 Conclusions

The faulting mechanism of the 1923 Kanto earthquake is re-examined in order to

refine the fault geometry and slip and account for data that was not included in previ-

ous studies of the coseismic deformation. We assemble available first order and

second order triangulation data and leveling data and perform inversion of this geo-

detic dataset for the distribution of coseismic slip. Using the 2-plane uniform-slip

model derived in Nyst et al. (2005), we allow for variable strike-slip and dip-slip

motion on the principal coseismic rupture plane occupying the Sagami trough and

oblique slip with fixed rake on a second rupture plane onland beneath Odawara. We

find a sharp slip maximum of ∼ 7 − 8 m beneath Odawara and a much broader slip

maximum of ∼ 6 − 7 m beneath the Miura peninsula, southern Tokyo Bay, and western

Boso peninsula. A rake of about 150˚ is obtained consistently on the larger (eastern)

coseismic rupture plane west of the Boso peninsula, indicating a roughly 2:1 ratio in

strike-slip to dip-slip motion, in agreement with previous studies. The rake rotates to

135˚ - 140˚ around the southern Boso peninsula, indicating more dip-slip motion on

the PHS-Honshu interface here than elsewhere. This result is obtained for slip distribu-

tions estimated on the extended Nyst et al. (2005) fault planes as well as alternative

fault planes modified by independent seismotectonic information. Overall, the cose-

ismic slip direction of the footwall of the principal coseismic rupture planes is a few

degrees clockwise of the present PHS-Honshu plate convergence direction as inferred

by recent geodetic data (Yoshioka et al., 1994; Mazzotti et al., 2001; Sagiya et al.,

2004), suggesting a degree of slip partitioning along the complicated plate boundary.

The areas of moderate to high slip coincide well with the uniform slip planes in the

2-plane model determined in Nyst et al. (2005) as well as Matsu’ura et al. (1980)

Model III, the distributed slip model of Wald and Somerville (1995), and an alterna-

tive distributed slip model presented here, showing that the regions of inferred
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relatively high coseismic slip are robust among the various studies.

The second order triangulation dataset, which is ten times larger than the first

order triangulation dataset considered in previous studies, is difficult to explain with a

model of distributed slip on the PHS-Honshu slab interface alone. In order to explain

this dataset in detail we infer ∼ 3 m right-lateral strike slip on a ∼ 35−km long, subverti-

cal fault beneath the southern Boso peninsula. This fault is interpreted as a splay

structure between the descending PHS plate and the Boso peninsula and projects to the

surface along mapped active faults. Its involvement in the 1923 Kanto earthquake

may help explain slip partitioning between the slab interface and crustal faults in

accommodating the PHS-Honshu relative plate motion.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Tectonic setting of the Kanto and Tokai, Japan districts indicating

major tectonic boundaries. PHS=Philippine Sea plate; PAC=Pacific plate;

Honshu/N.AMER=Honshu/North American plate; AMUR=Amurian plate;

ISTL=Itoigawa-Shizuoka Tectonic Line.

Figure 2. Variable slip model of Wald and Somerville (1995). Top panel shows

the dipping fault plane used in their study, which is the Kanamori (1971) fault

plane. The middle and lower panels show the distributions of slip amplitude and

direction, respectively.

Figure 3. Distribution of first and second order triangulation sites and leveling

sites used in this study. Note the much greater number of second order triangula-

tion sites compared with first order triangulation sites.

Figure 4. (Black outlines) Fault geometry and slip of the best 2-plane uniform

slip model determined in Nyst et al. (2004). Both planes dip 27˚ towards the NE

and have an upper edge depth of 3 km. The larger plane has lower edge depth of

27 km, and the smaller plane has lower edge depth of 32 km. Slip amplitudes

and uncertainties associated with each plane are indicated. (Two gray planes)

Extensions of the Nyst et al. (2004) planes on which we derive a distributed slip

model.

Figure 5. Depth distribution of elastic moduli used to describe the layered elastic

structure (prescribed by the "HNG" entries of Table 3 of Sato et al., 1998).

Figure 6. Distributed slip model of 1923 coseismic rupture. The color scale indi-

cates the amplitude of slip and the arrows the direction of movement of the hang-

ing wall. Variable rake is allowed for the larger (eastern) plane, while the rake is

fixed at 145˚ on the smaller plane.

Figure 7. The horizontal static displacement field produced by the slip distribu-

tion of Figure 6 and the layered Earth structure of Figure 5.

Figure 8. Comparison of observed and calculated angle changes for first order tri-

angulation (a), second order triangulation (b), and the combined triangulation

dataset (c). Calculated angle changes are for the distributed slip model on the
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N05 fault planes. Comparison of angle changes corrected/uncorrected for interse-

ismic strain accumulation (prescribed by the Nishimura et al., 2004 model) for

first order triangulation (d), second order triangulation (e), and the combined tri-

angulation dataset (f).

Figure 9. Comparison of observed leveling displacements (points with error bars

denoting one standard deviation) and calculated coseismic uplift (dashed lines) on

the nine indicated leveling routes. On these routes are indicated the origin of the

leveling profile and (for profiles B, D, and F) the sense of traverse.

Figure 10. (a) Dependence of leveling and triangulation NMRS on leveling

weight R for a fixed value of slip smoothing weight, i.e., the value of S used in

the preferred slip models. Results are shown separately for the inversions without

the Boso Splay fault (solid curves) and with the Boso Splay fault (dashed curves).

Black dots indicate the NRMS obtained at the preferred value of R . (b) The

slope of the best-fitting line in the second order triangulation predicted versus

observed angle changes (as in Figure 8b) is shown as a function of leveling

weight R . Separate slopes are shown for the cases of inversion without the Boso

Splay fault (solid curves) and with the Boso Splay fault (dashed curves). For the

latter set of inversions, the corresponding right-lateral strike slip estimated on the

Boso splay fault is shown. Black dots indicate the valaues of slope and slip

obtained at the preferred value of R .

Figure 11. (a) Dependence of leveling and triangulation NMRS on slip rough-

ness, which is controlled by the choice of slip smoothing weight S , for a fixed

value of leveling weight, i.e., the value of R used in the preferred slip models.

Results are shown separately for the inversions without the Boso Splay fault

(solid curves) and with the Boso Splay fault (dashed curves). Black dots indicate

the NRMS obtained at the preferred value of S . (b) The slope of the best-fitting

line in the second order triangulation predicted versus observed angle changes (as

in Figure 8b) is shown as a function of slip roughness. Separate slopes are

shown for the cases of inversion without the Boso Splay fault (solid curves) and

with the Boso Splay fault (dashed curves). For the latter set of inversions, the

corresponding right-lateral strike slip estimated on the Boso splay fault is shown.
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Black dots indicate the valaues of slope and slip obtained at the preferred value of

S .

Figure 12. Normalized misfit (reduced chi squared) of selected coseismic slip

models with respect to the triangulation and leveling datasets used in this study.

The predictions of each model are compared with the present dataset regardless of

whether or not parts of our dataset were used to derive the given model.

Figure 13. Resolution tests for coseismic dip-slip and strike-slip motion on the

larger rupture plane. Synthetic data are generated using the indicated synthetic

slip distributions (top panels) and inverted in exactly the same manner as the

actual data. The inverted slip distributions (lower panels) are much smoother

than the input slip distributions because of the effect of minimizing the slip

roughness in the inversion.

Figure 14. Geometry of coseismic rupture planes used to derive alternative slip

models. The two dipping planes are modified from the Nyst et al. (2005) 2-plane

geometry using seismotectonic information. The larger plane has length 75 km

and strike 314˚. The smaller plane has length 34 km and strike 290˚. Following

Lallemant et al. (1996), the Boso transform is assumed to be a vertical right-

lateral strike-slip fault with uniform slip. The "Boso Splay" is a hypothesized

fault plane dipping 80˚ to the NE associated with splay faulting from the NE-

dipping PHS-Honshu interface. This fault plane has lower and upper edge depths

of 17 km and 4 km, respectively, and is assumed to slip with pure right-lateral

strike slip.

Figure 15. Distributed slip model of 1923 coseismic rupture obtained by inver-

sion for slip on two alternative PHS fault planes plus uniform right-lateral slip on

the Boso transform. The color scale indicates the amplitude of slip and the

arrows the direction of movement of the hanging wall. Variable rake is allowed

for the larger (eastern) plane, while the rake is fixed at 148˚ on the smaller plane.

Figure 16. Comparison of observed and calculated angle changes for first order

triangulation (a), second order triangulation (b), and the combined triangulation

dataset (c). Calculated angle changes are for the distributed slip model on the
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two alternative fault planes plus uniform right-lateral slip on the Boso transform.

Figure 17. Distributed slip model of 1923 coseismic rupture obtained by inver-

sion for slip on either the two extended N05 planes (a) or the two alternative PHS

fault planes (b) plus right-lateral strike slip on the Boso Splay. The color scale

indicates the amplitude of slip and the arrows the direction of movement of the

hanging wall.

Figure 18. Comparison of observed and calculated angle changes for first order

triangulation (a), second order triangulation (b), and the combined triangulation

dataset (c). Calculated angle changes are for the distributed slip model on the

two extended N05 fault planes plus right-lateral slip on the Boso Splay. (d, e, f)

show the comparison for the case of the distributed slip model on the two alterna-

tive fault planes plus right-lateral slip on the Boso Splay.

Figure 19. Coseismic horizontal displacement field (a) and shear strain field (b)

derived from the first and second order triangulation data. To represent the devia-

toric strain field, we plot the orientations of the deviatoric principal strain axes

with corresponding magnitudes e 1 and e 2 = − e 1. The color scale depicts the

quantity
2
1_ _(e 1 − e 2).
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_ ______________________________________________________________________________ _____________________________________________________________________________
Table 1

Fit of distributed slip models
_ _____________________________________________________________________________

extended extended N05 Alternative Alternative N05

N05 planes planes planes 2-plane

planes + Boso Splay + Boso transform + Boso Splay uniform slip
_ _____________________________________________________________________________
NRMSa 4.50 4.37 4.50 4.44 5.10

NRMSb 











7.50 











7.32 











7.50 











7.29













8.80
_ _____________________________________________________________________________

a Normalized misfit for the triangulation dataset

b Normalized misfit for the leveling dataset

All misfits are computed with equation (3) of Nyst et al. (2005).
_ _____________________________________________________________________________ 
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